
The BEATKIT PRO is a premium 7-piece drum microphone set

that offers everything you need for professional setups and

sound quality in the studio or on stage. It comes in a super-

sturdy mil-spec transport case with room for all included

microphones, mounts, clamps, and windshields. Never was

there a more complete pro package.

1x DTP 640 REX - Kick drum microphone with two

phase-aligned capsules, dynamic and condenser

1x MTP 440 DM - Snare microphone with incredibly

lively and punchy snare sound

3x DTP 340 TT - Tom microphones with supercardioid

pattern for clean and accurate drum sound

2x LCT 140 AIR - Overhead stereo set with two sound

characteristics and excellent transient response
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HIGHLIGHTS

DTP 640 REX - KICK DRUM MICROPHONE
WITH TWO CAPSULES.

The DTP 640 REX is a dual-element microphone for drums and

percussion instruments. It consists of two phase-aligned

capsules, a condenser and a dynamic one to create exactly the

sound you want. Additionally, you can switch between three

sound characteristics for even more flexibility for studio and live

applications.

MTP 440 DM – SNARE DRUM MICROPHONE.
PUNCHY SOUND FOR YOUR SNARE.

The MTP 440 DM is a dynamic snare microphone perfect for

getting a punchy snare sound. It earned high praise by being

the favorite snare mic of the extraordinary session and live

drummer Kenny Aronoff (Paul McCartney, Lady Gaga, Pharell

Williams, etc.).
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DTP 340 TT PERFECT FOR TOMS AND
PERCUSSION

The DTP 340 TT is a dynamic microphone designed to

accurately capture the sound of drums and percussion

instruments. Its supercardioid polar pattern ensures maximum

isolation of your instrument for studio and live applications.

LCT 140 AIR STEREO PAIR OVERHEADS
WITH HIGH FLEXIBILITY AND PERFECT
STEREO.

The LCT 140 AIR stereo pair lets you switch between two

sound characteristics - AIR for a record-ready sound and FLAT

for highly authentic recordings. This is the only stereo pair of

pencil microphone you will need - 2 sound modes, low-cut and

pre-attenuation, lightweight, professional studio sound.

MIL-SPEC TRANSPORT CASE A PREMIUM
CASE FOR STORING AND
TRANSPORTATION.

The BEATKIT PRO comes in a super-sturdy mil-spec transport

case ideal for storing and transportation. All microphone

mounts, windshields, and clamps are included, and the latter

don’t need to be unmounted for storage, which is extremely

convenient on tour. Never was there a more complete pro

package.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Professional 7-piece drum microphone set

For powerful stage sound and studio recordings

1x DTP 640 REX: Kick drum microphone with two phase-aligned capsules, dynamic and condenser

1x MTP 440 DM - Snare microphone with incredibly lively and punchy snare sound

3x DTP 340 TT - Tom microphones with supercardioid pattern for clean and accurate drum sound

2x LCT 140 AIR - Overhead stereo set with two sound characteristics and excellent transient response

Includes microphone mounts, clamps, and windscreens

Sturdy mil-spec transport case for safe transport and storage

Box contains: 1x DTP 640 REX, 1x MTP 440 DM, 1x LCT 140 AIR stereo pair, 3x DTP 340 TT, 2x microphone clips for pencil mics,

1x microphone mount for dynamic mic, 3x microphone clamps for tom mics, 2x LCT 40 Ws windscreens, 1x 1.5 m 5-pin into 2x 3-pin

XLR splitter cable for DTP 640 REX, 1x mil-spec transport case
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